In 2016, scientists discovered repeating fast
radio bursts (FRBs) bombarding the Earth
from every direction.

The FRBs were layered, and the topmost
layer of these signals was quickly
interpreted. The message it repeated, again
and again, was frightening.

MASS EXTINCTION BY 2040

Researchers and business
leaders lobbied World
governments to act on the
discovery, but the warnings fell
on deaf ears. Unwilling to do
nothing, concerned individuals
from across the Planet formed
the Galactic Citizens Federation.

GAME SETUP
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However, the signals were fragmented
and impossible to interpret. To save
Humanity, it would be necessary to
travel across the universe to collect
the FRBs, one by one, and piece them
together.
Not only that, but every signal
hinted of a new Homeworld where
Humans could start over again.

The Galactic Citizens Federation
has built their first interstellar
spacecraft, the Starship EOS. Its
mission: To collect the FRBs and
locate the Paradise Planet before
Earth is reduced to a barren
wasteland.

The year is now 2033. If the message is right,
Humanity has only 7 years left to escape the
coming catastrophe. You’re ready to go. Your ship
is cutting-edge, your crew is top-notch, and you
can’t wait to get into Deep Space. But remember,
not all Alien species wish to see Humanity succeed.
Whether or not you find the Paradise Planet
depends on the choices you are about to make.

GAME SETUP

As the scientists began to
unpack the layers of the FRBs
they discovered practical guides
to technological developments
that previously had been only
theoretical.
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Place the game board in the center of the table.
Separate the cards into decks. Shuffle each deck
and place it face down near the game board.
Sort the tokens and place each set near the game
board.
Place all skill dice in a dice pool near the game
board. Give one white basic skill dice to each
character.
Place a star marker on the first hex of each of
these on the game board: Funding track, Intel
track, Progress track, Extinction track.
Place the Paradise Planet token on the planet at
the end of the Progress track.
The crew begins the game with 8 credits. All
credits in the game are community property.
Place these near the Character boards (see table
setup, opposite).
Place a star marker on the Hull track stars in the
Command and Engine rooms.

The game must be played with all four characters.
If you are playing with fewer than 4 people, assign
multiple characters to one or more players.
On each Character board:
Place the hex ring on the first hexagon of the
basic level track.
Place a Star marker on STRESS START
Icon with 3 lighting bolts.
Place a power cube on each colored power
cube square.
Place the cargo delivery token on the
matching lower left icon above the contract
card slot.
Place the four Assistants, one in each
Character color, next to the Commander
Character board (see table setup, opposite).
Sort the Mission cards according to character
color and deal one out to each character
from their matching deck.

GAME SETUP
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Place all the Alien ships into the provided bag.
Alien ships in the bag are always drawn blindly.
Place the Space Station card next to the game
board within reach of all players.
Add shield tokens to each charge level in the
Shield Control room according to the number on
the Shield icon of each charge level.

GAME SETUP

Match the locked room tiles to each of the 5
rooms in the EOS. These rooms are inaccessible
now but may be unlocked (built) during the game.
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For each region, roll the D6 and place a space
station in the galaxy with that number:

▶ One at a time, blindly draw 4 Alien ships from
the Alien ship bag and place one each on
hexagons 01, 02, 03 and 04 of the Redeploy
track.

▶ In the Hawkins (yellow) region, place the space
station in sector 9.

▶ Place an FRB next to the hex marked 01, a skill
token next to 02, and 1 credit next to 03.

▶ In the Chandra (pink) region, place the space
station in sector 12.
▶ In the Borealis (green) region, place the space
station in sector 15.
▶ In the Perseus (blue) region, place the space
station in sector 18.

The major events in the game occur in the
Universe, which is divided into regions, sectors,
and galaxies, and crisscrossed by warp lanes.
To facilitate game play, it is important for you to
know the significance of these:
▶ There are four REGIONS in
the Universe: Hawkins
(yellow), Chandra (pink),
Borealis (green), Perseus
(blue). Each region has a
unique deck of event cards that you will
encounter in Phase 8 (Extinction, Event).

GAME SETUP
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▶ Each large hexagon is a
SECTOR. Starting in the
center of the Universe
board and spiraling
outward, sectors are
numbered from 1-19 in
sequential order.

One of the most important tasks in the game is to
pinpoint the galaxies in which tokens will be
placed. This is called roll for location.
▶ Each small hexagon is a
GALAXY. All encounters and
crew actions take place here.
A galaxy will be in 1, 2 or 3
sectors. Galaxy numbers are
used for placement of ships
and other game tokens.
▶ Each galaxy is connected to
its closest neighbor by one
WARP LANE. These are the
gray lines that outline each
sector.

When you are instructed to roll for location, roll
the D20 and D6 dice at the same time. The D20
result indicates the sector, and the D6 result
indicates the galaxy within that sector.
EXAMPLE: The results of a
“roll for location” to place a
skill token are D20 = 13, D6
= 6. Find the sector on the
Universe board labeled “13,”
then the small number “6”
inside that sector. The small
hexagon next to this “6” is
the galaxy location.

EXAMPLE: The D6 result was “2” when rolling to
place a space station in the Hawkins region.

During setup, a result of 20 is rerolled. If a 20 is
rolled during gameplay, it triggers the start of a
mass invasion. Consult the Additional Rules
section for more information.
Some cards will also have a
ROLL FOR LOCATION icon.
Place the token shown on the
card in the galaxy result. This is a
separate roll for location from,
e.g., the roll for location to place
a cargo delivery token.

GAME SETUP

The game board has two major sections. On
the left is the Starship EOS and on the right is
the Universe.
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NOTE: More than one token (Alien ships are
considered tokens) can occupy a single galaxy.
Five asteroid fields, one at a time.

Two Alien ships, blindly drawn from the
bag one at a time.
Three skill tokens, one at a time.

Your mission is to travel the universe,
collecting FRBs to advance the Progress
track. When you reach the end, the
“Last Dash” is triggered. In this final
phase, the crew will put it all on the line in a
desperate attempt to reach the origin of the
signal – one Last Dash to the Paradise Planet –
and win the game.

GAME SETUP
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Collecting FRBs is not your only option
to advance the Progress track. The crew
can take on contracts or destroy Alien
ships to be rewarded with intel. Each intel reward
advances the Intel track. When the star marker
reaches the final spot on the track, the crew gains
an FRB and advances the Progress track one hex.

FRBs, depending on the difficulty you
wish to play:
▶ Easy: four FRBs, one at a time.
▶ Normal: three FRBs, one at a time.
▶ Hard: two FRBs, one at a time.

The Starship EOS. If the location you roll
has any other token, reroll for location
until the result is a empty galaxy.

Project EOS Rise is a
cooperative adventure. It’s
possible for players to get
caught up in discussion and
stall the game. Before you
begin, agree on one player
to act as the Game
Facilitator and give them
the Game Facilitator card.
Thematically, this role best
suits the player in control of
the Commander.

Strategically using the eight basic
skill dice (white) and ten advanced
skill dice (in the character colors) is
essential to the success of your
mission.
The basic skill dice are available to all
characters. The advanced skill dice
come in each character’s color and are
linked to the matching character. Each
character starts the game with one
basic skill dice unlocked on their basic level track.
Each skill dice unlocked increases the character’s
chance of success in any dice roll.
Dice count refers to the total number of
skill dice a character has unlocked. The
number varies depending on the
character and on the advanced skill

Their tasks will be:
▶ to keep the game moving forward;
▶ to keep track of game phases (using the Game
Facilitator card);
▶ to read and execute event cards; and
▶ to ensure all players are making independent
decisions, with no player excessively
influencing, or influenced by, any other
player’s opinions.

track they have chosen to follow. Count the dice
icons from the first hex of the basic level track to,
and including, the current hex ring position. This
number is the character’s dice count.
EXAMPLE: The Combat Specialist’s hex ring is
on the second hex of the Battle Leadership
advanced skill track. He has passed 3 dice icons,
so his dice count includes
2 basic (white) and 1
advanced (blue) skill dice.
Whenever skill dice are
rolled, a character must
always roll their total dice
count.

GAME SETUP

Finish setting up the Universe board by rolling for
location and placing each of the following tokens
in a galaxy:
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Each character has a hex ring that
matches their character color. The
hex ring is used to mark the
character’s advancement on the
skill track. When a character gains a new skill
level, they will move their hex ring onto the
next available hexagon on the skill track.
Throughout the game, all rewards from the
first hex to the current position are
considered unlocked and are available for
use.

Four individuals head up Humanity’s toughest
challenge: the Commander, the Pilot, the Combat
Specialist, and the Engineer. Each character has a
unique set of skills that will allow them to
contribute to the mission in a variety of ways.

The Stress Track
When a character takes stress damage from
rolling a basic (white) skill dice or by drawing
and applying a damage card, they
increase their stress. Advance one
hex for each point of stress
damage taken.

CHARACTER BOARDS
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If the hex marker reaches the -3 Skill icon, the
character has become
completely stressed out.
Reset their stress level to
the Stress Start icon
currently unlocked on the
Commander’s skill track
and reduce their skill level by 3 hexes. The
character may then continue the adventure.
If a character becomes stressed out and they
have currently only reached the second or
third hex of the basic track, reduce the
character’s level to the first hex, then draw a
damage card and damage the EOS. Their
mental state caused them to slip up, resulting
in more harm than good.

Power Cubes
Each character has special power cubes. Any
number of cubes may be used in a single
action, but when and how they are used is
limited. Each Character board explains how
and when the cubes may be used.
Once a power cube is used, it is removed
from the Character board. New cubes to
replenish the boards may only be purchased
in Phase 1 (Planning). The replenish cost
varies, and is printed on each Character
board.
Technology Items/Contracts
A character may have only one active
contract and two technology items at any
one time.

The hex ring is never
completely removed
from the skill track. If a
character must lose a
skill level but they have
only one hex unlocked
on the basic level track,
they must instead draw
a damage card and damage the EOS.
Each Character board has a unique icon or
icons that, when unlocked, allows that
character to contribute to the mission in an
important way.
Commander – The ASSISTANT
icon
allows each of the crew to activate an
Assistant. Each Assistant matches its
character’s color. Assistants are used in
Phase 2 (Crew actions) and act as additional
crew members, allowing any character with
an Assistant to take two actions in this
phase.
Rules for Assistants:
▶ Assistants may be used as soon as they

are unlocked.
▶ Assistants may not be used in the
Training Center, or for Basic or
Advanced Treatment.
▶ Assistants may be placed in a space
station.
If the Commander loses a skill level that provided
Assistants, all Assistants are disabled until the
Commander again gains enough skill levels to
activate them.
The STRESS START
ranging from 1-3.

icon has lighting bolts

All characters start on the STRESS START 3 icon
on their stress track. When the Commander
unlocks a new STRESS START icon on their skill
track, all characters are able to take on more
stress, because their marker can now move down
to the new stress start level.
When a character decreases their stress through a
game action, their stress can be reduced to the
current STRESS START icon that the Commander
has unlocked. Their stress may not be reduced
lower than the current stress start level.
If the Commander
loses a skill level that
provided a new Stress
Start position and any
character has less
stress than is now
allowed, they must immediately move their
marker back up to the higher stress start level.

CHARACTER BOARDS

Skill Tracks / Hex Rings
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EXAMPLE: The Commander has advanced to the
Stress Start 2 icon. All crew members now have
a maximum stress level up until their Stress Start
2 icon on their stresss tracks.

Pilot – Each WARP
icon adds one additional
warp lane to the distance the EOS can travel in
Phase 3 (Starship EOS warp), providing more
maneuverability.

During setup, each crew member is dealt a
personal mission card from their corresponding
deck.

CHARACTER BOARDS
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The missions are tough, and it
will require planning and time
to achieve them. However, if
you succeed, your mission can
have a big impact on the
crew’s ultimate goal.

Engineer – Each TOOL
icon allows the crew
to build one additional room in the EOS when
taking the Build a Room action during Phase 2
(Crew actions). Rooms expand the hull strength of
the EOS and provide more actions for the crew.
Rooms are not destroyed if the Engineer loses a
skill level that reduces the number of rooms that
may be built. However, no new rooms may be
constructed until the Engineer has again gained
enough skill levels.

Most missions will require you to achieve multiples
of an objective before you may claim the reward.
Each time you complete the objective, place a
star marker on the card to keep track of your
progress.

EXAMPLE: The Engineer has drawn the “I am a
man of science” mission card. She must use or
discard any technology card that is counted for
this mission. She places a star token on the card
each time she meets the objective. When she
uses or discards the third technology card, her
private mission is fulfilled and the crew
immediately receives the reward.

When a character reaches their first advanced skill
hexagon, they may unlock an advanced room.
Choose one of the 5 advanced room cards from
your deck, and place it at the top of your
Character board. This room will now be available
to you during Phase 2 (Crew actions).
Instead of placing your Character or Assistant into
a room on the EOS or onto the space station card,
you may place it here for an immediate special
action, or an ability that is used during this round.

If a mission card states
“You must,” only your
character can complete
the objective on the
card.

EXAMPLE: The Pilot leveled up and reached the
first hexagon of the Aerospace Logistics
advanced skill track. The player can select an
advanced room and place it next to their
character board.

Claiming the Rewards
As soon as a mission card objective is met, you
may claim the rewards printed on the card.

NOTE: If increased stress causes your skill marker
to fall below the advanced skill track, you lose the
use of the advanced room. Return the card to your
deck. If you reach an advanced skill track again,
you may choose any of the 5 rooms.

CHARACTER BOARDS

Combat Specialist – Each DAMAGE
icon
allows the crew to draw one additional damage
card during Phase 4 (EOS attack), increasing
tactical options.
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The EOS has eight rooms,
each room allowing the crew
to perform different actions.
When the game begins, 5
rooms are covered by locked
room tiles. The Engine room,
Command room and Shield
Control room are available
throughout the game.

If the Engine room is destroyed, the room’s
actions are still available. However, the EOS
cannot move until it has been repaired to at least
1 hull point.
New rooms may not be built or rebuilt unless the
Engineer has advanced their skill track and
unlocked
TOOL icons.

STARSHIP EOS
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Destination Logic – Which direction the
Alien ship will move to during the Alien ship
movement phase.
Damage – How much damage the Alien ship
will do if it successfully attacks, or retaliates
against, the EOS.
Hit Pips – The D6 dice results that will allow
the Alien ship to hit the EOS.
The three Alien ship decks represent the three
classes of Alien ships that will be deployed to hunt
down the EOS. The following information is on
each Alien ship card:
Alien Ship Class – The ship’s classes range
from weakest to strongest in this order:
Dexer, Galagat, Vorde.

Hull Strength – How much damage must be
applied to the Alien ship to destroy it in an
EOS attack.
Rewards – Collected by the crew after a
successful EOS attack (i.e., Alien ship is
defeated).

Most likely to…

Hull Track

Move towards: EOS

Move towards: Balanced

Move towards: FRB

Move distance: 4 warp lanes

Move distance: 3 warp lanes

Move distance: 2 warp lanes

Action Icon

Damage to EOS: 3

Damage to EOS: 6

Damage to EOS: 10

Destroyed by: 3 damage

Destroyed by: 10 damage

Destroyed by: 15 damage

Action Description
Locked Room Tile

ALIEN SHIP CARDS

Each additional room that is built increases the
total hull strength of the EOS. When the EOS
takes hull damage, the Engineer decides where
hull strength is decreased. You may distribute the
damage however you choose, to one room or
across several. If the hull points reduce to zero, a
room will explode. Replace the locked room tile
on that room. It is unavailable until it is rebuilt.

Movement Distance – Maximum number of
warp lanes the Alien ship may move during
the Alien ship movement phase.
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attention to Alien ships that are nearby, and plan
ahead to avoid getting swarmed.

Phase 1 – Planning
Phase 2 – Crew Actions
Phase 3 – Starship EOS Warp
Phase 4 – EOS Attack
Phase 5 – Alien Ship Movement
Phase 6 – Alien Attack
Phase 7 – Redeploy Alien Ships
Phase 8 – Extinction, Event
Phase 9 – Funding, Refill, Refresh
Continue to play the regular game rounds until
you are ready to make the Last Dash or until the
Earth goes extinct and the game is lost. (Don’t
forget that a destroyed Command room will also
end your game.)

GAME ROUNDS
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If you can’t move far enough to outrun the Alien
ships, you might consider attacking them. This
removes them from the Universe board, whether
or not you defeat them. However, keep in mind
that if you do not defeat them, they might
retaliate and damage the EOS.

If you are attacked, shield tokens
are your
only way of defending against incoming damage
and turning the odds in your favor. For your
mission to be successful, you will have to play a
Helpful Advice About the Gameplay:
careful balance between thinning the Alien ship
Project EOS Rise is a sandbox adventure. How you numbers through EOS attack, managing EOS hull
strength to absorb any damage, and strategically
choose to complete the mission is entirely up to
using shield tokens when you
the team. Remember, it’s up to your Game
are attacked.
Facilitator to decide when it’s time to move on –
and it’s up to all of you to honor their decision and
press forward with the game.
NOTE: Charging the shields
during the Crew action phase is
As the game progresses, the Universe is likely to
the primary way the team can
grow crowded with Alien ships. As you hunt for
collect shield tokens.
the Paradise Planet, the Aliens will be hunting
you. The threat of you being overrun is real. Pay

▶ Use a Character Ability – Depending on the
In this first phase the players can spend a few
advanced skill track they have chosen, the
moments talking about anticipated situations or
Engineer might have an ability that can be
how to accomplish a particular goal. After the first
used in this phase.
game round, an event card may be in play. This is
a good opportunity to re-read the event to remind
the players of how the game rules may be
▶ Spend one Quick Fix cube to remove the
changed for the round.
Alien ship in Redeploy hex 04.
After the first round of the game, three optional
► Spend one Quick Fix cube to draw one
actions are available to the crew during this phase.
Alien ship card and place it face up next to
the draw deck. This reveals the movement
logic for that class of ship during this game
▶ Replenish Power Cubes – Any player may
round.
replenish their power
cubes at this time. The
cost to replenish cubes is
printed on each
Character board.
▶ Scrap a Technology Card – Any character with
a technology card in their inventory may
discard the card to gain the number of credits
printed on the bottom
right of the card. Any
number of technology
cards may be scrapped,
but they must have first
been equipped to the
technology area on a
Character board.

PHASE 1 - PLANNING

Project EOS Rise is played by cycling through 9
phases to complete a game round, then resetting
for the next round:
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In whatever order you determine, each player
announces which action they are performing and
places their Character onto an empty Action icon
in the Starship EOS that matches their intended
action. Only one Character or Assistant may be
placed on each Action icon. Each action is carried
out as soon as the Character or Assistant is
placed.

Training Center (Command Room)
Move the character’s hex ring one space to the
right, onto the next available skill level.

Build a Room (Command Room)
Check to see If the number of TOOL
icons
unlocked on the Engineer’s skill track is more than
the number of rooms currently built. Engine,
Command and Shield Control rooms do not
NOTE: Assistants may be used as soon as they are count. If you can build a room, pay the credits
unlocked on the Commander’s skill track.
printed on the locked room tile and remove it.
However, they may not be placed in the Training Place a star marker on the star of the room’s Hull
Center, or for Basic or Advanced Treatment.
track.

PHASE 2 - CREW ACTIONS
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EXAMPLE: The Pilot takes a
Repair the EOS (Engine Room)
training action. The Character
Repair 3 hull points of damage anywhere on the
is placed in the Training
Starship EOS. These may be applied to one or
Center in the Command
more rooms, but the repair must not exceed the
Room
and
the
player
total maximum allowed.
advances the Pilot’s skill
track. In this scenario, the
Basic Treatment (Engine Room)
action to build a room is not
Decrease the character’s stress level 3 hexagons.
also available to the Pilot’s
Character, even though both
actions are located in the
Command Room. However, if
the Pilot has an Assistant, it
can be placed on the Build a
Room Action icon and build a room, if the Advanced Treatment (Medical Room)
Engineer has unlocked enough TOOL icons.
Decrease the character’s stress level 5 hexagons.
The following actions are available in the Starship
EOS.

Gain Technology (Crafting
Room)
Draw a technology item and
equip it to the technology area
on your Character board. When

If you already have two technology items and
acquire a third, you may pass any one of them on
to a character who has inventory space. If no
character has inventory space, discard either an
already equipped technology item, or the new
item just drawn.
NOTE: The instant reward only applies once for
each card you equip. If a
card is drawn but then
discarded without its having
been equipped to a
technology area, it will not
provide the instant reward.
Take a Contract (Cargo Bay)
Draw 3 contract cards and select the one you wish
to activate by placing the card in the contract slot
on your Character board. Discard the remaining
two cards. Roll for location and place your cargo
delivery token in the galaxy result. Contracts
provide benefits when the cargo is delivered, and
sometimes also when the cargo is first picked up.
Pilot a Mining Station (Mining Station)
Place a Mining Station token in an
asteroid field that is within 2 warp
lanes of the Starship EOS. Each
Mining Station will pay the crew 1
additional credit in Phase 9
(Funding), however far away from it
the EOS has moved.
NOTE: Only 5 Mining Stations may be deployed
in the game. Only one station per asteroid field. If
the Mining Control Room is later destroyed, all

Mining Stations lose their signal and will not pay
credits during the Funding round. The stations
remain on the Universe board. If the room is
unlocked again, the Mining Stations come back
online and will resume paying the crew.
Deep Space Scan (Deep Space Scanner)
Roll the character’s dice count and claim the result
of each dice once, according to this chart*. All
results must be claimed.
ARROW = Gain 3 credits.

CROSSHAIR = Draw a damage card and
place it next to the Character boards. In an
EOS attack during this game round, you
may use this damage card in addition to
any other damage cards that are acquired.
GEAR = Either move one cargo delivery
token up to 3 warp lanes in any direction,
or draw a technology item.
SYRINGE = Draw the top card of any Alien
ship deck and place it face up next to the
draw deck to reveal its movement logic for
this round. Only one card may be drawn for
each class of ship.
STRESS DAMAGE = Take 1 or 2 stress
damage.
*This chart is also printed in the back of the
manual for quick reference.

PHASE 2 - CREW ACTIONS

you equip a technology card, you gain the instant
reward printed on the bottom left of the card.
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Charge 1 – One Character/Assistant provides
two shield tokens.
Charge 2 – Two Characters/Assistants provide
three shield tokens.

PHASE 2 - CREW ACTIONS
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General Space Station Rules
Space stations are never removed from the
game board.
Aliens can occupy the same galaxy as a space
station and can attack the EOS when it is
docked at a space station.
The crew may not use the same space station’s
actions in two subsequent rounds. They may,
however, fly to another space station and use
its actions in the next round.
EXAMPLE: The EOS begins the round at the
space station in the Chandra region. One of the
crew uses the Galactic lottery. They decide to
remain at the space station instead of flying to a
new galaxy. In the next round, they may not use
any space station ability here. They may take
Starship EOS actions, as usual.

To WARP (move) the Starship EOS, the Engine
room cannot be at zero hull points.
The Pilot is responsible for warping the EOS to
neighboring galaxies. Each WARP
icon
unlocked on the Pilot’s skill track allows movement
of a single warp lane. Count the WARP icons to
determine your total allowed warp value.
EXAMPLE: During Phase 2 (Crew actions), the
Pilot trained and moved up to the first hex of the
Exploration advanced skill track. He has
unlocked three WARP icons, so he can move the
EOS up to 3 warp lanes during this phase.

Using these actions is always optional. Any player
may instead choose to take an action on the
Starship EOS.

How to Resolve Each Token You Land
On While Warping:
Alien ship(s) – If the EOS moves into a
galaxy with an Alien ship, the Alien ship
immediately begins pursuit. For each
Alien ship the EOS encounters, follow
these steps:
1. Draw the top card from the corresponding
Alien ship deck and place it face up next to
the Combat Specialist. This ship is now in
pursuit of the EOS.
2. Return the Alien ship token to the Alien
ship bag.

Charge 3 – Three Characters/Assistants
provide four shield tokens.
Visit a Space Station (Space Station
card)
There are four Alien space stations on
the Universe board. If during Phase 2
(Crew actions) the EOS is in the same
galaxy as a space station, the crew has
access to the Action icons available on
the Space Station card.

resolve each token before continuing movement.
An example of how to resolve multiple tokens in a
single warp phase can be found at the end of this
section.

The line connecting a galaxy to its
closest neighbor is a single warp
lane. Thus, the EOS moves into
one galaxy for one warp
movement. The EOS does not
have to move its full warp value,
or move at all.
Some of the galaxies that the EOS moves into will
contain one or more tokens (Alien ships are
considered tokens). No token stops EOS
movement. However, the EOS must pause and

3. If there are any items (credits, skill tokens,
FRBs) in the galaxy, place these on the
Alien ship card. These tokens become
additional rewards in the next game phase.
If more than one Alien ship is in a galaxy that the
EOS enters, repeat these steps for each ship. Any
items picked up in Step 3 are placed on whichever
Alien ship card has the strongest hull.

PHASE 3 - STARSHIP EOS WARP

Charge the Shields (Shield Control Room)
Place the required
number of Characters
and/or Assistants on a
charge level and
remove the shield
tokens. Place the shield
tokens next to the
Commander for use
during this game
round. More than one
level may be charged
during the crew action
phase, but the required
crew must be placed
on the Action icons for
each charge level.
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Credit – Add the credit/s to the crew’s
credit pile.
Skill – Advance 1 skill level of any single
character. Return the token to supply.

To keep track of your movement, you can
place the EOS Start token in your starting
galaxy. That way, should you encounter
several tokens, you can easily work out
how many warp lanes you have already moved.
Example of an EOS Warp Phase:

FRB – Advance the Progress track 1 hex.
Return the token to supply.

PHASE 3 - STARSHIP EOS WARP
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Asteroid Field – The Starship EOS takes
damage whenever it encounters an
asteroid field. Draw and apply 1 damage
card for EACH asteroid field encountered.
This does not stop EOS movement. The
asteroid field is NOT removed from the
board.

The EOS begins its warp in Sector 5 Galaxy
4. The Pilot has unlocked 3 Warp icons.
The crew decides to collect the skill token in
a neighboring galaxy, Sector 5 Galaxy 3,
which is 1 warp away. They collect the skill
token and advance a crew member’s skill.
Next, the EOS moves to Sector 1 Galaxy 4,
which contains both an FRB and a Dexer
ship. The crew draws the top card from the
Dexer Alien ship deck, places it next to the
Combat Specialist (the ship is in pursuit), and
returns the ship token to the bag. The FRB
is placed on the Alien ship card that was
drawn.

Asteroid damage occurs no matter how
the EOS encounters the asteroid field. It
can be during EOS movement, during
Phase 8 (Extinction, Event), or during the
Last Dash.

The EOS has one movement remaining, and
the Pilot warps to Sector 1 Galaxy 3. Here
the crew collects 1 credit but also enters an
asteroid field, so they draw one damage
card and the Engineer damages the EOS for
the “3” damage shown.

Mining Station – The token is NOT
removed from the board, and it has no
game effect during movement.

The Warp phase is now over and the crew
will move to Phase 4 to attack the Alien ship
that is in pursuit.

PHASE 3 - STARSHIP EOS WARP

Cargo Delivery – The character with the
associated contract claims the reward on
their contract card, discards the card, and
places the cargo delivery token back on
their Character board.
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You will find it useful to read through this section
before launching your first attack. Once you
understand the mechanics involved, the EOS
Attack Flow Chart included in the game box
provides a quick and easy reminder for this phase.
The EOS attacks all Alien ships in pursuit
simultaneously. The Combat Specialist is primarily
responsible for setting up the encounters, rolling
to attack, and maintaining the combat flow.
How to Resolve an EOS Attack:
EOS attacks are resolved by cycling through
combat rounds. Combat ends when:

PHASE 4 - EOS ATTACK
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1. all Alien ships have been defeated, or
2. the crew decides to flee, or
3. the Command room explodes (thus ending
the game).
Each combat round has 8 steps. Follow the steps
in order.
Step 1 – Set Up the Combat Round
Decide which crew members will take part in the
attack (by rolling an EOS ATTACK ROLL). This
must be decided before combat begins. The
Combat Specialist must be involved.

Step 2 – Draw Damage Cards
Count the DAMAGE
icons that have been
unlocked on the Combat Specialist’s skill track.
Draw that number of damage cards and place
them face up within view of all players.

EXAMPLE: The Combat
Specialist has unlocked
3 DAMAGE icons. They
draw 3 damage cards
and place them face-up
for everyone to see.

Step 3 (optional) - First Strike
Crew members can increase the damage from
damage cards by pushing themselves a little
harder in battle.
To launch a First Strike, follow these steps:
1. Look to see if any two or more
damage cards have a
matching keyword:
ARRAY, CORE,
TERMINAL or
CONVERTER.

3. If a crew member takes the printed stress
damage, that amount of damage will be added
to the total damage the card causes when
activated.

4. The crew may choose to make a First Strike
with more than one damage card.
NOTE: More than one crew member may
participate in the First Strike.
▶ First Strike occurs before the EOS Attack Roll.
▶ The Commander can use an Stress Relief pill to
counter the stress damage to the crew
member.
▶ The crew can activate as many damage cards
as they wish, IF 1) each card has a keyword that
matches the keyword on another card, and 2)
stress damage is taken for each card activated.
▶ The First Strike damage is only applied if that
damage card is activated in the EOS Attack
Roll.
▶ To keep track of which damage cards have a
First Strike, place a star marker on the card.

EXAMPLE: These cards were flipped in an EOS
attack. Because the Verteron Shift Array and the
Impulse Sensor Array share the keyword
“Array,” the crew can mount a First Strike with
either or both of these cards. They decide to
focus on the Impulse Sensor Array, and the
Engineer takes two stress damage. The card will
now do 6 damage if it is activated in the EOS
Attack Roll (4 base damage, plus 2 First Strike
damage).

PHASE 4 - EOS ATTACK

At this point, if no Alien ship cards are next to the
Combat Specialist’s Character board (no Alien
ships are in pursuit), this phase does not occur.
Move on to Phase 5 (Alien ship movement).

2. If two or more damage cards have the same
keyword, damage may be added to them
through the stress damage printed next to the
keyword.
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NOTE: A CROSSHAIR rolled by any
character in an EOS attack is wild and may
be used as any icon.

Step 7 – Aliens Retaliate
The Commander may place collected
shield tokens onto the dice icons of the
retaliating Alien ships.
Each dice icon that is
covered by a shield
token means that, if
that number Is rolled,
that Alien ship will miss
the EOS.

After dice have been rolled, decide if
you are going to use technology
items to reroll or manipulate dice.
Any number of technology items
may be used, then discarded. Once
you have your final dice results, any
character with a STRESS DAMAGE
icon increases their stress level.

PHASE 4 - EOS ATTACK
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Step 6 – Apply Damage
When a damage card has been activated, decide
which Alien ship was attacked and place the
damage card adjacent to that Alien ship card.
Each damage card may be applied to only one
Alien ship, even if the amount of damage it causes
is more than was necessary.
Step 5 – Trigger Damage
Place icons rolled onto matching icons on the
damage cards. Once a dice is placed on a card, it
is considered locked in and cannot be removed
until the combat round is over. When all icons on
a card are matched, that card is activated.

▶ If the crew has defeated all Alien ships, this
phase is finished. If the crew did not
manage to eliminate all Alien ships, the
Aliens will retaliate.

▶ If the crew applies damage equal to or
greater than an Alien ship’s hull strength,
they have defeated that Alien ship.
Immediately claim the rewards on the
defeated Alien ship card, as well as any
tokens that were on it. Discard the card.

All Alien ships retaliate
at once with a single roll of the D6 dice. If the
number of pips rolled matches any of the dice on
any of the Alien ship cards, that ship has hit the
EOS. Each shield token prevents only one Alien
ship from hitting the EOS if that number is rolled.
Any placed shield token is returned to the token
pool after the Alien ships retaliate.

EXAMPLE2: A Galagat ship remains in battle.
Their Hit pips are 3-4-5-6. The crew places a
shield token on the “5” dice icon. The D6 roll
result is a “5.” The Galagat ship has not hit the
EOS. The shield token is removed from the card
and returned to the token pool.
Step 8 – Damage the EOS
Add the total damage of all Alien ships that hit
the EOS. The Engineer must reduce the hull
strength of the EOS by this amount. Damage can
be divided among rooms.
Step 9 – Continue or Flee
The EOS crew must now decide to continue the
attack or flee.
▶ Continue – Discard the current damage cards,
as well as any technology items used in the
combat round. Continue the attack from Step
1, either to a full EOS win or to this decision
point again.

▶ Flee – Decide if you are going to use any
shield tokens and place them. Roll the D6
again. If the number of pips rolled matches any
of the dice on any of the remaining Alien ship
cards, that ship has hit the EOS. Apply damage
to the EOS equal to the sum of all successful
Alien hits, plus the number above the current
position of the star marker on the Extinction
track. Any number covered by a shield token is
not a successful hit by that ship.
Example1: The D6 result was “5” and no shield
token was on a 5, so the EOS takes a total of 5
damage (3 from the Vorde and 2 from the
Dexer). After applying the damage, all the shield
tokens are returned to the token pool.
EXAMPLE: The EOS will take +2 damage if it is hit
by any Alien ship/s during a Flee action.

PHASE 4 - EOS ATTACK

Step 4 – EOS Attack Roll
All characters who are participating in this attack
will simultaneously roll their dice count. Make
sure to keep each character’s results separate, as
stress damage only affects the character that
rolled that result.
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NOTE: If any Alien ship/s survive your attack, they
will always retaliate. Keep that in mind as you
decide to attack again (thus risking more
retaliation), or flee (thus immediately getting
attacked a second time).

EXCEPTION: An FRB is not returned to the
token pool. Instead, return it to the Universe
board by rolling for location.

OPTIONAL RULE. Before you
start a game, decide as a team
if you wish to include this rule.
It increases the difficulty of the
game by creating more tactical
puzzles during an EOS attack. This rule is
designed for experienced EOS crew members, so
if any of your players are new to the game, you
might want to avoid it.

PHASE 4 - EOS ATTACK
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Printed on each Alien ship card next to the ship’s
class is an icon that will augment how that ship
performs in an EOS attack.
Protector - All Protector ships must be
engaged and defeated before any other
ship in an EOS attack.
Missile Swarm - At the start of the phase,
all Missile Swarm ships will attack the EOS
with a single roll of the D6. If the Missile
Swarm hits, it immediately damages the
EOS. Shield tokens may be used during a Missile
Swarm attack.

Tricky - Each combat round, before rolling
the EOS attack, each Tricky ship will cause
one crew member that is participating in
the attack to roll one basic skill dice and take any
STRESS DAMAGE rolled. If more than one Tricky
ship is in the battle, a different crew member may
roll for each ship. All participating crew then reroll
all of their dice to launch the attack. Stress Relief
pills can be used to cancel the stress damage.
Hypersonic Bolt - During Alien
retaliation, each Hypersonic Bolt ship may
reroll the D6 result if the previous D6 roll
missed the EOS.

Follow these steps to move Alien ships:
Step 1 – Draw Alien Ship Cards
For every Alien ship class, draw the top card of its
deck and place it face up next to the draw deck.

If an Alien ship card in any class has already been
placed face up during this round, do not draw
another card of that class.
Step 2 – Locate and Move each Ship
Starting from sector 1 and
spiraling out through the
sectors in numerical order, look
for Alien ships in each sector.
When you come to a sector
with an Alien ship, that ship
moves immediately. If more than one Alien ship is
in a sector, any ship may move first. Be sure to
follow the movement logic for each class of ship,
as shown on its corresponding Alien ship card.
Each Alien ship on the Universe board will move
based on the movement logic from its card that
was drawn in step one. Movement logic has two
parts:
Movement Value (the number) –
Determines the number of warp lanes
the ship will move. Each Alien ship will
move its full distance unless it
encounters the EOS or reaches its
destination.

NOTE: Asteroid fields do not affect Alien ship
movement. Alien ships cannot move between
jump gates (deployed through some event cards).
Destination Logic – Determines the direction in
which the ship will move:
FRB icon – Move the Alien ship directly
towards the closest FRB on the Universe
board. If the Alien ship is already in a galaxy
with an FRB, the ship will not move.
Crosshair icon – Move the Alien ship directly
towards the EOS.
if an Alien ship moves into the same galaxy as the
EOS, it stops movement. Draw a new card from
the top of its Alien ship deck and place it face up
next to the Commander. Return the Alien ship to
the bag.
If two or more paths are of equal distance, use the
first logic that breaks the tie. Take a path that will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

engage the EOS.
reach or fly over an FRB.
reach or fly over a skill token.
end at the lowest sector number.

Proceed to subsequent sectors, searching for
more Alien ships. Each ship in the Universe will
move only once during a game round. Rotate a
ship to show it has moved.

PHASE 5 - ALIEN SHIP MOVEMENT

Discard all Alien ship cards and claim no
rewards from the cards. If the undefeated Alien
ships carried any tokens, return those to their
token pools. Continue to the next phase of the
game round.
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You will find it useful to read through this section
before launching your first attack. Once you
understand the mechanics involved, the Alien
Attack Flow Chart included in the game box
provides a quick and easy reminder for this phase.
All Alien ships attack simultaneously. The
Commander is primarily responsible for defending
the Starship EOS by placing shield tokens. Any
Alien attack has only one round of battle. Follow
these steps, then move on to Phase 7.

PHASE 6 - ALIENS ATTACK
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Step 1 – Use Available Shield Tokens
The Commander may place
any collected shield tokens
onto the dice icons of the
attacking Alien ships. Each dice
icon that is covered by a shield
token means that Alien ship will
miss the EOS if that number is
rolled. This decreases the odds
of an Alien ship hitting the
EOS.
Step 2 – Roll the D6
If the number of pips rolled matches any of the
dice on any of the Alien ship cards, that ship has
HIT the EOS. Discard any ship that failed to hit the
EOS. Each shield token prevents only the Alien
ship that the token is placed on from hitting the
EOS if that number is rolled.

EXAMPLE: This D6 result of “6”
will cause the VORDE & DEXER to
hit the EOS for 3+2 = 5 damage.

Step 3 – Damage the EOS
Add the damage numbers on each successful
Alien ship card. The Engineer must apply this total
damage to the EOS. Then discard the Alien ship
cards.
Step 4 – Suffer Extinction Damage
If an Alien ship has hit the EOS, the EOS takes
Extinction track damage. Apply additional
damage based on the number above the current
position of the star marker on the Extinction track.

NOTE: Extinction damage is only applied once,
not for each Alien ship that hit the EOS. In
addition, when an Alien ship attacks the EOS, no
rewards are paid out, whether the ship hits or
misses the EOS.

Starting with hex 01, roll
for location separately for
hexes 01-04 and place
each Alien ship in the
galaxy result. The first
three ships each carry a
token. This means that in
each regular game round,
4 new Alien ships, an FRB,
a skill token, and 1 credit will enter the Universe.
If any ships are in the Mass invasion region, they

also deploy to the Universe. To learn how mass
invasions work, see Additional Rules (page 29).

Extinction
Advance the Extinction track one hex. You are one
year closer to Earth’s destruction. If the star
marker reaches the dead planet on the Extinction
track, the game is lost.

Most events will change the rules of the game
during the next round. They are labeled “Round
Rule.” These are not optional; the rule must be
followed, whether the result is of benefit to your
mission, or catastrophic. Keep the event card face
up near the game board to remind all players of
the change that is in play.

Event
Discard the current event card. Draw a new card
for the region in which the
Starship EOS has ended its
movement. Event card
colors and names match
the colors and region
names on the Universe
board.

If an Alien ship deploys to the galaxy where the
EOS is located, it triggers an Alien attack after
redeployment has finished. If the EOS takes no
damage, the crew may claim any token that the
Alien ship was carrying. If the EOS takes damage,
the token is deployed to the Universe board
through a new roll for location.

Some event cards are labeled “Game Changer.”
These permanently add, move or remove an
element in the game, for example, adding an
asteroid field, moving a space station or adjusting
a character’s skill level down or up. These occur
immediately, and they are not optional.
A few event cards allow you to take your chances
in gaining a benefit. These are labeled “Try Your
Luck - Optional.” As the cards indicate, these are
optional.

PHASE 7 & 8

At this point, if no Alien ship cards are next to the
Commanders Character board (no Alien ships
have attacked), this phase does not occur. Move
to Phase 7 (Alien Ships Redeploy).
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Refill the Redeploy Track
Starting with hex 01, draw and place an Alien ship
in each hex. Place an FRB next to hex 01, a skill
token next to 02 and one credit next to 03.

Funding
Collect the credits printed on the next hex of the
Funding track and then advance the star marker to Refresh the Shield Control Room
Place shield tokens from the
that hex. This might mean less funding next
pool onto any empty icons.
round.
Shield tokens are limited to
a total of 15 in the game. If
Don’t forget that each deployed Mining Station
there are not enough left in
pays 1 additional credit, whatever their location.
the pool to completely refill
the card, refill as much as
you can, starting at the
empty charge level with the
highest number (i.e., refill 4,
then 3, then 2).
Return
Return the Characters and any Assistants that
were used to their Character boards.

PHASE 9 - CLEAN UP
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Continue playing from Phase 1 of the next round
until the Last Dash condition is triggered, the EOS
Command room is destroyed, or Earth goes
extinct.

You reached the Paradise Planet on the Progress
track, congratulations! You can now make
a last desperate attempt to reach the
source of the signal: The Paradise Planet.
When you collect the last FRB and reach
the Paradise Planet on the Progress track,
immediately roll for location* and place the
Paradise Planet token on the Universe board.
*If you are involved in combat, finish it first.

Then follow these steps:
Step 1 – Alien Ship Movement
In the Last Dash, Alien ships move before the
EOS. Move the Alien ships on the Universe board

FRB icon – Move the Alien ship directly
towards the Paradise Planet.
Crosshair icon – Move the Alien ship directly
towards the EOS.

Step 4 - Crew Actions
If the EOS did not reach the Paradise Planet, the
crew will now take actions, following the rules for
Phase 2 (Crew actions).
After the crew actions, return to Step 1 - Alien
Ship Movement and continue playing through
these four steps until the game is won or lost.

Step 2 - Aliens Attack
At this point, if no Alien ship cards are next to the
Commander’s Character board (no Alien ships
have attacked), this phase does not occur. Move
to the next step in the Last Dash. If any Aliens did
attack the EOS, resolve an EOS attack after all the
Alien ships have completed their movement.
Step 3 – Starship EOS Movement
Try to reach the Paradise Planet by moving the
EOS as you did during the regular game round.
If you encounter Alien ships along the way, they
will enter pursuit and must be engaged when the
EOS ends its movement. If you reach the Paradise
Planet, you must defeat any Alien ships occupying
the Paradise Planet and any ships that are in
pursuit. All Alien ships that are in the same galaxy
as the Paradise Planet must be defeated to win,
following the rules for EOS attack.
The EOS may not flee, and the Alien ships will
retaliate. You must continue to fight until the Alien
ships are defeated or the EOS is destroyed.
If the Starship EOS reaches the Paradise Planet
and there are no Alien ships to defeat, the game
is won!

NOTE: Crew actions are taken ONLY if you do not
reach the Paradise Planet in your first dash.
During your Last Dash, no cargo is delivered, no
funding is paid out, no power cubes may be
purchased, the shield token room is not refreshed,
and no additional Alien ships enter the Universe
board.
When you reach the Paradise Planet, no more
rounds are played (i.e., no more crew actions or
ship movement). Win or lose, the game ends here.

THE LAST DASH

It’s not over yet? Time to clean up and reset for
the next game round.

in the same order as in previous rounds, but the
movement logic changes as the Aliens make one
final all-out effort to stop you from reaching your
destination. In the Last Dash:
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Discard Cards
Discarded cards are placed face up in decks that
are separate from the draw decks. If a draw deck
is exhausted, reshuffle its discard deck, which then
becomes the draw deck.
Draw & Apply a Damage Card
When you are instructed to
draw and apply a damage
card, draw the top card
from the damage card deck
and look at the damage
number. Damage to the
EOS can be applied
anywhere unless a location is specified. Damage
to a character from a damage card increases the
character’s stress level by the damage number on
the card.

ADDITIONAL RULES
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Intel Track
During the game, the crew can fulfill
contracts and defeat Alien ships to
advance the Intel track. When the star
marker reaches the final hex of the Intel
track, advance the Progress track one hex.
If the intel gained is greater than what is needed
to reach the end of the Intel track, continue
counting from the starting star hex. If the star
marker ends on the final hex, leave it there. The
next time you collect intel, begin counting from
the starting star hex.

EXAMPLE: You just gained 3 intel, and the star
marker is 2 hexes from the end of the Intel
track. Move the star marker to the last hex of
the Intel track (2 movements), advance the
Progress track by one hex, then place the star
marker on the first hex of the Intel track (1
movement; 2 + 1 = 3).
Jump Gates (found in event
cards)
Up to four interstellar jump
gates may appear on the
Universe board. They must
be placed in the same
galaxies as space stations.
No two jump gates will
occupy a single station.
All jump gates are
connected. The EOS can
travel between as many of them as you like during
the Starship EOS movement phase. Each
movement from one jump gate to another costs 1
warp. Alien ships cannot move between jump
gates unless they are in pursuit of the EOS.
After four jump gates have been placed, If you
draw an event card that places another, discard
the card and draw a new one.

Progress Track
Some hexagons on the Progress track provide the
crew with a skill level. This single skill level may be
allocated to any one crew member.

How do we advance the Progress track?
Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) advance the Progress
track 1 hex. Collect them as you travel the
Universe. Reaching the end of the Intel track also
advances the Progress track.
How do we gain Intel?
By picking up and/or delivering some contracts
(Phase 2 or 3) or defeating Alien ships in an EOS
attack (Phase 4).
Why do we need credits?
Credits are used to open rooms and replenish
power cubes. You gain credits by collecting them
from the Funding track and Mining Stations (Phase
9), or by scrapping technology items (Phase 1).

Pull & Place Alien Ships (found in event cards)
Pull and place adds Alien ships to the Universe
board. When you are instructed to “pull and
place” an Alien ship, randomly draw it from the
bag. Then, roll for location using the D20 and D6
dice. If you are to pull and place more than one
Alien ship, draw and roll for location for each ship
separately. If an Alien ship is placed in the same
galaxy as the Starship EOS, the Alien ship attacks
immediately. If you roll a 20 during pull & place,
follow the mass invasion rule.
Select a Character (found in event cards)
If a card instructs a specific character to “select a
character…” they may not select themselves for
the task.

How do we gain skill levels?
Skill levels can be gained by:
Taking the Training action (Phase 2).
Entering a galaxy containing a token (Phase 3).
Defeating Alien ships (Phase 4).
Some event cards (Phase 8).
Will a Alien ship “in pursuit” follow the EOS
through a Jump gate?
Yes, any alien ships that are “in pursuit” will follow
the EOS through a jump gate.

COMMON F.A.Q’s

Mass Invasion
If a 20 is rolled at any point
after setup, draw an Alien ship
from the bag and place it in the
Mass invasion region on the
Universe board. During the next
redeployment of Alien ships, all
Alien ships in the Mass invasion region will deploy
to the Universe, one at a time.
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The EOS crashes out of warp
and into a low orbit around the
Paradise Planet. The crew is
tired, stressed, and sporting
one too many scars from the
perilous journey. It's almost
inconceivable we can utter the
words "mission success."

As we look down on the Paradise Planet,
our new home, we breathe a sigh of
relief. But this euphoria is only fleeting,
because we all know the truth.

We’re about to enter a strange new world, where countless
mysteries await our discovery, starting with the biggest secret:

Why did the signal lead us here, and what lies below?

We have no time to
reflect. The colony
ships are on their
way, and we need
to prepare
resources, shelter,
and infrastructure
before their arrival.
It's time to initiate
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EOS is the Greek goddess of dawn.
She stands as a symbol of hope
for this intrepid crew as they
Explore Outer Space.

ASTEROID – Damages EOS when
encountered (token).
CREDIT – Awards the credit value (tokens,
Alien ship cards, contract cards).
DICE ICON –- Determines the dice count
when rolling EOS attack (all Character
boards).
FRB – [Fast Radio Burst] advances the
Progress track (token).
INTEL – Advances the Intel track by one
hex (Alien ship cards, contract cards).

PLAYER REFERENCE
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Deep Space Scan Room Rewards
ARROW = 3 credits
CROSSHAIR = extra damage card
GEAR = move contract 3 warp lanes/draw a
technology item
SYRINGE = predict Alien ship movement

Some Key Terms

MINING STATION – Adds to the crew’s
Roll For Location – Roll the D20 and D6 dice at
income when deployed to an asteroid field the same time. The D20 result indicates the
(token).
sector, and the D6 result indicates the galaxy
within that sector.
LOCK – Indicates a new skill or ability has
been unlocked (all Character boards).
Power Cubes – Each character has special power
SHIELD – Used to block pips on Alien ship cubes. Any number of cubes may be used in a
cards during EOS attack or Alien attack
single action, but when and how they are used is
(token).
limited.
SKILL LEVEL – Advances a single
character’s skill level by one hex to the
right (token, Alien ship cards, contract
cards, technology cards, Progress track).
CARGO – Used to track the location of a
character’s cargo delivery (token).

Dice count – Refers to the total number of skill dice
a character has unlocked.

